
ME 482 Lab Rubric Name_______________________________________________________________ Lab _____  

 

As the Lab Report guidelines for ME 482 mimic an extended abstract format, common in academia and industry, the 

grading rubric will mimic academic/industry standards for writing. Highest scoring reports are similar in writing to 

prestigious journals or conference proceedings. 

 

Total Score ___/40      

Section Score Comments 

Introduction 

5: Clear, concise, relate biological and mechanical background to each 

other, expression of the need for this study, and hypothesis. 

  

4: Clear biological and mechanical background and expression of the 

need for this study. One of the following: relation of biology and 

mechanics; hypothesis. 

3: Clear biological and mechanical background and expression of the 

need for this study. 

2: Clear either biological or mechanical background. Unclear 

expression the need for this study. 

1: Unclear introduction to biological and mechanical background, 

unclear need for this study. 

Methods 

5: Clear, relevant, concise methods, capable of reproducing this study 

without consulting references. Only important details are described; not 

trivial details. Both experiment and analysis methods reported. 

  

4: Clear, concise methods, capable of reproducing this study upon 

consulting references. Both experiment and analysis methods reported. 

3: Somewhat clear methods, capable of reproducing this study upon 

largely consulting references. Only experiment methods reported. 

2: Unclear methods, incapable of reproducing this study without 

references.  

1: Unclear methods, incapable of reproducing this study at all. 

Results 

5: Accurate analysis of data. Clear, concise reporting of results. Results 

in text, reference figures/ tables. 

  

4: Inaccurate analysis. Clear, concise reporting of results. References 

figures/ tables. 

3: Inaccurate analysis. Concise reporting of results, qualitative only. 

2: Unclear, not concise reporting of results.  

1: Content is not appropriate for Results. 

Discussion 

5: Clear, concise interpretation of results, limitations, impact, and 

future work. 

  

4 | 3: Clear, concise explanation of results; only some of the following: 

limitations, impact, and future work. 

2: Unclear explanation; no mention of limitations, impact, and future 

work. 

1: Content is not appropriate for Discussion. 

Conclusion 

5: Concise reiteration of hypothesis, key findings, and impact.   

4: Wordy reiteration of hypothesis, key finds, and impact.  

3: Wordy reiteration of key findings. 

2: Introduces new information (Concl. should NOT give new info.). 

1: Unclear connection to report. 

Figures & Tables 



5: Figures and tables are clear and appropriately format; consistent 

with text; contains all relevant information, and have clear captions.  

  

4 | 3: With some errors, figures and tables are clear and properly 

formatted, contains some relevant information, clear caption. 

2 | 1: Figures and tables are unclear, poor formatting, information is 

not relevant, unclear caption. Figures and tables do not demonstrate all 

results or supporting information.  

Formatting 

3: Follows report template and guidelines.   

2| 1: Follows report guidelines with a few errors. 

0: Appears to disregard report guidelines. 

References 

2: Proper format.   

1: Improper format, but includes references. 

0: No references. 

Overall Writing Style 

5: Clear, concise writing with no grammatical errors. Clear transitions 

between sections of report; sections relate to one another. Content is 

consistent with literature, relevant to recent publications. Publication-

quality document. 

  

4: Clear, concise writing. Some, not all, transitions are clear; some 

sections seem disparate. Content is consistent with literature. Writing 

needs to be polished in some places (i.e. some grammatical errors, 

wordy, unscientific, or disparate writing). 

3 | 2: Writing needs to be thoroughly checkedbe reviewed to be more 

clear and concise. We Recommend recommend reviewing academic 

writing samples for next report.  Content is mostly consistent with 

literature; however, references are outdated. 

1: Writing style needs significant improvement. Recommend We 

recommend coming to office hours to discuss. 

 

 


